


Best Practices

A subject line is the single most important aspect of an email marketing campaign. 

You have approximately 3 seconds to make an impact in the inbox, to motivate 

your recipient to open your email. 

An email campaign is a journey, If your subject line and preview text do not hook 

your audience enough to open your email; your email design, content and any 

links will not be seen by the recipient.

Imagine your subject line as the front page 

headline of a newspaper. Does it immediately 

get the attention of the reader? The preview 

text is then like a sub-headline, supporting 

that main headline.

The Statistics

Before we get started, lets take a moment to put 

your email in context: 

An estimated 333.2 billion emails will be sent 

and received per day in 2022. Email statistics 

predict that by 2025, this number will reach 

376.4 billion. 

An average person receives 100 - 120 emails per day. 

On average, professionals check their email 15 times per day, or every 37 minutes.

Viewing all opened emails received in a span of one year for just one second will take

330 years. 



Get the length right

You’ll need to do some testing to determine the optimal length for 

your customer base, but we recommend no more than 4 words and 60 

characters. A few more words or a few less doesn’t won’t adversely affect 

your results too much, but too many words (over 20) or no words at all will 

cause a problem.

Best Practices Tips

Walk in their shoes. 

Think of each email as a process, in which catching your recipients’ attention 

is the first step. The subject line is about THEM, not you. What do they want 

to know, not what you want to tell them. Personalisation is a great way 

to highlight the relevance of your message, whether you references their 

location, account or name - they can see that this email deserves more than 

a 3 second glance.



Best Practice Tips

Preview text is Important

Preview text is usually the first couple of lines of the email itself, but this can 

be overruled to show specific text to support the subject line. 

Instead of wasting this space, use it to support the subject line and 

encourage readers to open the email.

Is your subject line unique or remarkable?

Ditch the housekeeping. Think about the value of each word in getting 

readers to open and click on your email. Many subject lines contain text 

which is more housekeeping for the sender than compelling for the reader. 

Common examples of housekeeping subject lines:

July Newsletter               Latest news on [subject]            Update from [brand]

Split test for success

When optimising your subject line, use split testing to get statistically valid 

data. Other variables such as audience and time of sending can have a big 

effect on results, so just pit two subject lines against each other like for like. 

If you are testing, don’t change too many things in one go or you won’t know 

what made the difference.

Test your subject lines

You can test word length, questions, humorous tone versus something 

more to the point, word choice, use or not of emoji or any other number 

of factors. Build up a picture of what your audience responds to use your on-

going learnings to optimise your campaigns.



Additional Resources

Email Accessibility Checklist Dark Mode Checklist

Found this cheatsheet helpful? 

Take a look at some of our other checklists and cheatsheets!

https://www.e-shot.net/assets/pdf/email-accessibility-checklist.pdf
https://www.e-shot.net/assets/pdf/dark-mode-cheat-sheet.pdf

